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Abstract: Blockchain technology (BCT) enables the automated execution of smart contracts in peer-to-peer (P2P) energy trading. BCT-based P2P platforms allow the sharing, exchange and trade of energy among consumers or prosumers as peers, fostering the decarbonization, decentralization and digitalization of the energy industry. On the other hand, BCT-based P2P energy trading relies on the collection, storage and processing of a large amount of user data, posing interdisciplinary challenges, including user anonymity, privacy, the governance of BCT systems and the role of energy market players. First, this paper seeks to review the state of the art of European data protection law and regulations by focusing on BCT compliance with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) of 2018. Second, it explores both the potentials and the challenges of BCT-based P2P energy trading from a legal–economic perspective. To do so, the paper adopts an interdisciplinary approach which intertwines both law and economics, by reviewing the recent literature on BCT and P2P energy trading. Findings have revealed that the deployment of BCT-based P2P energy trading is still in its pilot stage because of technology immaturity, data protection uncertainty, incomplete disintermediation and the lack of both user awareness and collaboration among market players. Drawing on the review, the paper also proposes a selection of solutions to foster the implementation of BCT-based P2P energy trading.
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1. Introduction

The Member States (MSs) of the European Union (EU) are committed to fostering a sustainable and decarbonized energy system. The EU aims at reducing greenhouse gas emissions by at least 55% by 2030, compared to 1990 [1]. Within this framework, buildings account for 43% of final energy consumption [2]. In particular, in 2020, households accounted for 27.0% of energy consumption in the EU. This consumption was primarily covered by natural gas (31.7%) and electricity produced from renewable energy sources (RESs) (e.g., hydro, wind and solar photovoltaic) (24.8%), followed by renewables such as solid biofuels, biogas and thermal energy (20.3%) [3]. The main use of energy was for heating households (62.8%) [3]. It means that energy consumption in households is a serious challenge for achieving the environmental goals set by the EU [2].

On the other hand, over the last decade, the energy industry has witnessed a rapid digitalization thanks to the introduction of innovative smart devices, which perform tasks and collect and process a large amount of data autonomously [4], improving energy efficiency [2]. Furthermore, the diffusion of the Internet of Things (IoT), big data, artificial intelligence (AI) and blockchain technology (BCT) has started to exert a disruptive impact on both the business environment [5] and society [6,7], leading energy suppliers, distributors, institutions and consumers to rethink the traditional vertical structure of the energy value chain [8]. From the policy perspective, several governments are promoting the development of RESs and distributed energy resources (DERs) [9], which include both
energy storage technology and generation units such as batteries, solar panels and wind turbines [10]. To do so, national and regional policy makers have adopted tax subsidies, direct incentives, long-term agreements with firms and local authorities [9], as well as mixed financing schemes to fund locally based projects [11]. Indeed, RESs and DERs can contribute to a long-term energy pathway for the transition to a cleaner and more sustainable energy system for both households and firms [12], while supporting the decentralization of energy trading [13].

Within this framework, blockchain technology (BCT) has recently gained increasing attention from both academics and professionals [14], leading to several real-world implementations in the energy industry [15]. Indeed, BCT permits the automated execution of smart contracts in peer-to-peer (P2P) energy trading [16], which is based on the collection, storage and processing of a large amount of user data [17]. BCT-based P2P energy trading establishes a horizontal platform for sharing, transferring, exchanging and trading electricity. It allows prosumers to sell their surplus electricity directly to local consumers without the need for a retailer, enabling mutually beneficial transactions [14]. It means that BCT-based P2P energy trading can foster the transition from a centralized energy market, to a decentralized market of RESs, dominated by energy communities (EC) [18].

As BCT-based platforms for P2P energy trading process a large amount of prosumers data, they have posed unprecedented challenges for data protection. Indeed, several issues concern user anonymity, privacy [19], the governance of BCT systems [16] and the role of energy market players [20–24]. It implies that BCT represents an interdisciplinary research field which involves technical, legal and economic aspects [25]. With regards to the European framework, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) came into force in 2018, before the diffusion of BCT-based P2P energy trading platforms. On the one hand, BCT provides a decentralized system without third-party intervention [26] and makes information publicly available, ensuring the integrity and immutability of data [27]. On the other hand, these key features of BCT seem to clash with some GDPR provisions, including the principle of accountability (Article 5 GDPR), the right to rectification (Article 16 GDPR) and the right to erasure (‘right to be forgotten’) (Article 17 GDPR) [28]. Although there are several case studies on BCT [29], and ongoing trials to implement BCT-based P2P platforms [30], P2P energy trading is still facing major challenges in achieving large-scale deployment due to both data protection issues [31–34] and obstacles to cooperation among market players [35].

Thus, this paper seeks, first, to review the state of the art of European data protection law and regulations by focusing on BCT compliance with the GDPR. Second, it explores both the potentials and the challenges of BCT-based P2P energy trading from a legal–economic perspective. The paper adopts an interdisciplinary approach which intertwines both law and economics. The analysis is performed through the lens of a legal research methodology which uses both hard and soft law sources. This investigation of the GDPR is supported by European case law and by a selection of recommendations made by national and European institutions, including the European Data Protection Board (EDPB), national data protection authorities and the European Blockchain Observatory and Forum of the European Commission (hereinafter, the EU Observatory). For the economic aspects, the investigation draws on the recent literature on BCT and P2P energy trading. Figure 1 shows the flowchart diagram of the research process.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 focuses on the relationship between GDPR and BCT. This section reviews the main subjects, principles, rights and obligations enshrined in the GDPR and the challenges that rise from GDPR application to BCT. Section 3 sheds light on both the potentials and the challenges of BCT-based P2P energy trading platforms, by leveraging a legal–economic perspective. Section 4 summarizes the main findings.
2. The European Data Protection Law and BCT

The General Data Protection Regulation (hereinafter, the GDPR or Regulation) was adopted in 2016 and became binding in 2018 in the European Union (EU). The GDPR draws on Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection) of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data. From a general standpoint, the Regulation addresses the challenges posed by the digital economy regarding the protection of personal data. To do this, the GDPR focuses both on the obligations of data controllers and processors, and on the rights of data subjects.

The Regulation is based on two main rationales. First, the GDPR aims to reinforce the free movement of personal data within the EU. Indeed, the previous Directive of 1995 proved anachronistic in the face of recent technological developments [36]. Second, the GDPR confirms that the right to data protection is a fundamental right, which was, originally, recognized by the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (CFREU). The Charter was declared in 2000 and came into force in December 2009, along with the Treaty of Lisbon. According to Article 8 of the CFREU, “1. Everyone has the right to the protection of personal data concerning him or her. 2 Such data must be processed fairly for specified purposes and on the basis of the consent of the person concerned or some other legitimate basis laid down by law. Everyone has the right to access to data which has been collected concerning him or her, and the right to have it rectified. 3 Compliance with these rules shall be subject to control by an independent authority.” Drawing on this provision, the Regulation has ensured a higher level of rights protection for an “identified or identifiable natural person” (Article 4, GDPR), while seeking to standardize the EU data protection legal framework [37]. The GDPR has widened the material scope of European data protection law. Indeed, the “[…] Regulation applies to the processing of personal data in the context of the activities of an establishment of a controller or a processor in the Union, regardless of whether the processing takes place in the Union or not.” Furthermore, the GDPR “[…] applies to the processing of personal data of data subjects who are in the Union by a controller or processor not established in the Union, where the processing activities are related to: (a) the offering of goods or services, irrespective of whether a payment of the data subject is required, to such data subjects in the Union; or (b) the monitoring of their behaviour as far as their behaviour takes place within the Union.” In addition, the GDPR “[…] applies to the processing of personal data by a controller not established in the Union, but in a place where Member State law applies by virtue of public international law.”.

In light of this set of provisions, the literature has stated that the Regulation also applies to BCT-based platforms when the latter have an establishment within the EU or

Figure 1. Flowchart diagram of the research process. Source: Authors’ elaboration.
when the BCT platform processes the personal data of subjects located in the EU [38]. On the other hand, it is worth noting some tensions between the Regulation and BCT. In particular, the GDPR was originally based on the following assumption: data in the digital economy is in the hands of identifiable actors. Nevertheless, BCT relies on anonymization. Moreover, when the GDPR came into force in 2018, it did not take into account the most recent applications of BCT [39] which is increasingly becoming an interdisciplinary research field [25]. Some key features of BCT—disintermediation and decentralization—might clash with the enforcement of the GDPR [28] as described in the following sections. However, ensuring BCT compliance with the GDPR is also important because it might accelerate the creation of an EU digital market [39].

2.1. Subjects and Accountability

The GDPR identifies the main subjects involved in data protection: the controller and the processor. Article 4(7)(8) of the GDPR states that the controller is “... the natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body which, alone or jointly with others, determines the purposes and means of the processing of personal data [... ]”, while the processor is “... a natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body which processes personal data on behalf of the controller [... ]”. Then, according to Article 5(2) of the GDPR “2. The controller shall be responsible for, and be able to demonstrate compliance with, paragraph 1 (‘accountability’).”

Accountability is a common principle for organizations in several disciplines. The GDPR integrates accountability as a principle which requires that organizations put in place appropriate technical and organizational measures and are able to demonstrate what they did, and its effectiveness, when requested. Accountability is one of the most important data protection principles set by the GDPR along with lawfulness, fairness and transparency, as well as: purpose limitation; data minimization; accuracy; storage limitation; integrity; and confidentiality [40].

According to Article 5(1) of the GDPR: “1. Personal data shall be: (a) processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner in relation to the data subject (‘lawfulness, fairness and transparency’); (b) collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not further processed in a manner that is incompatible with those purposes; [... ] (‘purpose limitation’); (c) adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which they are processed (‘data minimisation’); (d) accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date; every reasonable step must be taken to ensure that personal data that are inaccurate, having regard to the purposes for which they are processed, are erased or rectified without delay (‘accuracy’); (e) kept in a form which permits identification of data subjects for no longer than is necessary for the purposes for which the personal data are processed; [... ] (‘storage limitation’); (f) processed in a manner that ensures appropriate security of the personal data, including protection against unauthorised or unlawful processing and against accidental loss, destruction or damage, using appropriate technical or organisational measures (‘integrity and confidentiality’).”

In further detail, the controller has the responsibility of “[...] taking into account the nature, scope, context and purposes of processing as well as the risks of varying likelihood and severity for the rights and freedoms of natural persons [... ]” in order to “[...] implement appropriate technical and organisational measures to ensure and to be able to demonstrate that processing is performed in accordance with this Regulation. [...]” (Article 24(1), GDPR). Furthermore, “[...] where two or more controllers jointly determine the purposes and means of processing, they shall be joint controllers. They shall, in a transparent manner, determine their respective responsibilities for compliance with the obligations under this Regulation [...]” (Article 26(1), GDPR). On the other hand, “[...] where processing is to be carried out on behalf of a controller, the controller shall use only processors providing sufficient guarantees to implement appropriate technical and organisational measures in such a manner that processing will meet the requirements of
this Regulation and ensure the protection of the rights of the data subject [ . . . ]” (Article 28(1), GDPR).

From the theoretical point of view, the roles of both the controller and the processor seem to be clearly separated, and these subjects appear easily identifiable. Nevertheless, in practice, this division is difficult to discern, especially in the case of public BCT-based platforms. On one side, in private, permissioned BCT, it is easy to identify the controller because the BCT is more centralized, thus closer to the logic of the Regulation. The controller is the subject responsible for defining both the purposes and the means of data processing. On the contrary, the decentralized nature of public BCT can make it difficult to identify the controller or the joint controllers, and as such to allocate accountability. Since Google Spain and Google, the European Court of Justice (ECJ) has stressed the importance “[ . . . ] to ensure, through a broad definition of the concept of ‘controller’, effective and complete protection of data subjects [ . . . ]” [41] (p. 10). Then, in Wirtschaftsakademie Schleswig-Holstein, the ECJ has stated that it is “[ . . . ] clear from the case-law of the Court that the concept of ‘controller’ must be given a broad definition, so as ensure effective and complete protection of data subjects [ . . . ]” [42] (p. 9). More recently, in Fashion ID, the ECJ has recalled that “[ . . . ] for there to be joint control and joint responsibility, it is not required that each of the controllers must have access to (all of) the personal data concerned [ . . . ]” [43] (p. 13). Indeed, “[ . . . ] the existence of joint responsibility does not necessarily imply equal responsibility of the various operators involved in the processing of personal data. [ . . . ] those operators may be involved at different stages of that processing of personal data and to different degrees, so that the level of responsibility of each of them must be assessed with regard to all the relevant circumstances of the particular case [ . . . ]” [43] (p. 18).

To address these issues, the literature has suggested some solutions. With respect to protocol developers, a stream of knowledge has argued that these subjects can be qualified as data controllers [38]. On the other hand, the EU Observatory has stated that holding protocol developers accountable is purposeless since these subjects only design the open-source BCT, without determining the purposes and the means of data processing [39]. Other scholars have stressed that the subjects running the BCT protocol—the computers storing a copy of a blockchain, thus validating a new block—can be qualified as joint-controllers according to Article 26 of the GDPR. However, the nodes of the chain do not determine the purpose and the means of data processing under Article 26 of the GDPR. Validating nodes only take part in the network to contribute to its stability or to access data [44].

Qualifying network users is also unclear. When network users process data for business purposes, they can be considered data controllers. On the contrary, when network users submit personal data to the BCT ledger for their own personal use, they might fall under the personal or household activity exemption as the GDPR “[ . . . ] does not apply to the processing of personal data by a natural person in the course of a purely personal or household activity and thus with no connection to a professional or commercial activity. Personal or household activities could include correspondence and the holding of addresses, or social networking and online activity undertaken within the context of such activities [ . . . ]” (Recital 18, GDPR). It is worth noting that the qualification of network users has not been filed in any court by the European Data Protection Board (EDPB), which is an independent European body that ensures the application of the Regulation and promotes cooperation between national data protection authorities. However, the French Data Protection Authority (Commission Nationale de l’Informatique et des Libertés, hereinafter CNIL) has examined the role of network users and has suggested some insights. The CNIL has stated that network users, through written permissions, can agree upon being regarded as data controllers before submitting data for validation. The CNIL has also argued that network users can be considered as controllers under the Regulation in two cases: first, when the user is a natural person processing personal data for business purposes; and second, when the user is a legal person writing personal data on BCT [45]. According to the European Parliament, when a natural person submits a transaction and the processing involves data of their own
and of other subjects, then on-chain data are available to unlimited people. As a result, the household exemption does not apply [46].

2.2. Principles, Rights and Obligations

Two cornerstones of the Regulation are the right to rectification (Article 16, GDPR) and the right to erasure (‘right to be forgotten’) (Article 17, GDPR) [45]. According to Article 16 of the GDPR, “[ . . . ] the data subject shall have the right to obtain from the controller without undue delay the rectification of inaccurate personal data concerning him or her. Taking into account the purposes of the processing, the data subject shall have the right to have incomplete personal data completed, including by means of providing a supplementary statement [ . . . ]”. Then, Article 17(1) states that: “[ . . . ] the data subject shall have the right to obtain from the controller the erasure of personal data concerning him or her without undue delay and the controller shall have the obligation to erase personal data without undue delay where one of the following grounds applies [ . . . ]”.

There is a tension between immutability, which is a key feature of BCT, and both the right to rectification and the right to erasure. Indeed, in BCT-based platforms, new information can only be added through new blocks, not by modifying data unilaterally. While BCT ensures data integrity and fosters trust across the network, the controller might find it difficult to comply with the obligation to rectify personal data when data are stored on-chain. However, some technical solutions might prove helpful in removing data from the chain. In particular, the CNIL has suggested registering data by using the hashing technique, encryption or digital signatures to encrypt data [45]. As stated by Xu et al. [47], BCT involves a timestamp mechanism to generate an ID for each transaction. The user can query the relevant transaction data according to the ID. When the new block is verified, the current block is added to the main block. Each block uses a hash of an algorithm to identify its uniqueness. Moreover, when personal data are stored off-chain, they can be linked back to the ledger by a hash and other identifiable information [45]. Thus, the use of a key management protocol enables the deletion of the link between off-chain and on-chain data [48].

Another way to address data immutability in BCT-based platforms is to establish, in advance, a consensus mechanism which enables block deletion from the chain [49]. Although it is not clear whether using a key management protocol corresponds to the exercise of the right to erasure [50], the CNIL has advised registering personal data directly on the blockchain using encryption. By drawing on the privacy by design principle, “[ . . . ] the controller shall, both at the time of the determination of the means for processing and at the time of the processing itself, implement appropriate technical and organizational measures, such as pseudonymization [ . . . ]” (Article 25(1), GDPR). Thus, non-protected personal data will be recorded outside the BCT. The latter will only indicate that data are stored in a separate database. As a result, it is possible to protect the subject’s data against data alteration, integrity compromises or unauthorized access [44].

Regarding the right to be forgotten, since the processing of personal data for BCT follows the performance of a contract to which the data subject is party under Article 6(1)(b) of the GDPR, an erasure request can only occur when personal data are no longer necessary in relation to the purpose for which the data were collected. Thus, the blockchain retains personal data for its duration until the last server on which the blockchain is stored is physically destroyed. With respect to this latter point, the principle of storage limitation (Article 5(1), GDPR) fixes a temporary limit for data processing. Indeed, once the processing operations are successfully completed, data concerned must be either deleted or made anonymous. The controller is obliged to inform the data subject about the storage period (Articles 13(2)(a), GDPR and Article 14(2)(a), GDPR). It follows that the storage period should be decided before the beginning of the processing.

BCT challenges two further key principles of European data law: purpose limitation and data minimization. According to Article 5(1)(b) and (c) of the GDPR: “1. Personal data shall be: [ . . . ] (b) collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not
further processed in a manner that is incompatible with those purposes; further processing for archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific or historical research purposes or statistical purposes shall, in accordance with Article 89(1), not be considered to be incompatible with the initial purposes (‘purpose limitation’); (c) adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which they are processed (‘data minimization’)."

On the one hand, these principles state that data collection should be limited to the extent that data are required to fulfil a specific purpose decided in advance. On the other, the principle of data minimization might clash with BCT architecture as distributed ledger technologies (DLT) grow with the addition of new data. Indeed, data are replicated by all the nodes along the network. Thus, it is not clear to what extent the principle of purpose limitation might apply to BCT. Zemler and Westner [51] have emphasized that personal data collection should be kept as minimal as possible, while processing should be carried out within a fixed scope. In addition, the CNIL has stressed that nodes are identified along a blockchain through both a public and a private key: this is the minimum standard required for a blockchain to work. For instance, a public key allows the user to receive cryptocurrency transactions. It is a cryptographic code which is paired to a private key. While anyone can send transactions to the public key, the user needs the private key to unlock them and prove that he/she is the owner of the cryptocurrency received in the transaction. Further minimization is not achievable, and processing should be within a limited scope [45].

2.3. Hashing Technique and Pseudonymization

Personal data are defined as “[... ] any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (‘data subject’) [...]” (Article 4(1), GDPR) and the material scope of the Regulation is to protect “[... ] the processing of personal data wholly or partly by automated means and to the processing other than by automated means of personal data which form part of a filing system or are intended to form part of a filing system [...]” (Article 2(1), GDPR).

On the other hand, data processing and storing on BCT rely on the hashing technique, which is the process of transforming any given key or a string of characters into another value [44]. It is unclear whether transaction data linked to natural persons by using the hash function, and stored on the chain, can be qualified as personal data, and thus fall into the scope of the GDPR. This issue was first addressed by the European Parliament which stated that the hash function can be qualified as an operation of user pseudonymization, falling under the Regulation [52]. Pseudonymization is “[... ] the processing of personal data in such a manner that the personal data can no longer be attributed to a specific data subject without the use of additional information, provided that such additional information is kept separately and is subject to technical and organisational measures to ensure that the personal data are not attributed to an identified or identifiable natural person [...]” (Article 4(5), GPDR).

Nevertheless, pseudonymization is not anonymization. Indeed, Recital 26 of the GDPR states that anonymous information “[... ] does not relate to an identified or identifiable natural person or to personal data rendered anonymous in such a manner that the data subject is not or no longer identifiable [...]”. It implies that the Regulation does not apply in the case of successful anonymization. On the contrary, the GDPR applies in the case of pseudonymized data, which remain as personal data, as it is possible to identify the data subject using additional information [53]. Furthermore, the literal interpretation of Article 4(5) of the GDPR reveals that pseudonymization deals with a particular method for processing personal data, not with an outcome of data processing [54], and it is one among several measures of data protection that “[... ] can reduce the risks to the data subjects concerned and help controllers and processors to meet their data-protection obligations [...]” (Recital 28, GDPR).
To ascertain whether data can be qualified as personal data, Recital 26 of the GDPR might also prove helpful as it states the principle of the reasonable likelihood of identification. The Recital describes a risk-based test to establish a reasonable risk of re-identifying the data subject. When the risk is missing, it means that personal data have been successfully anonymized, thus falling outside the scope of the Regulation. With respect to BCT, several techniques have been suggested to overcome the anonymization threshold, including zero-knowledge proofs and homomorphic encryption [46]. In the case of BCT-based P2P energy trading, the transaction record includes the block producers’ identification, payer ID, payee ID and the payment amount. The list of transaction records is encrypted using homomorphic encryption or zero knowledge proof and forms a block [14]. Zero-knowledge proofs enable the BCT to only show that a transaction has occurred, not which key was used or the value (if any) transferred [55]. With regards to homomorphic encryption, it enables the deletion of any relationships between plaintext and the corresponding ciphertext [46]. Homomorphic encryption generates a ciphertext which is indistinguishable from a random number. The only way to determine which plaintext corresponds to a certain ciphertext is to use the proper key to decrypt it [56]. As a result, the prover demonstrates possession of knowledge without revealing any computational information whatsoever [57]. While the implementation of this cryptographical method to distributed ledger technology (DLT) is becoming progressively more commonplace, it is still far from being established as a technological standard that would be implemented in the Bitcoin protocol [58]. Overall, the EU Observatory has stressed that it is up to the European Data Protection Board (EDPB), the courts and the legislators to assess the validity of these techniques and their compliance with the GDPR [39]. Table 1 summarizes the main legal challenges regarding BCT compliance with the GDPR. The table also shows the solutions proposed in the literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domains</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
<th>Proposed Solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Accountability| • Defining the accountability of both the controller and the processor in permissioned BCT and in public BCT-based platforms. | • In permissioned BCT, the controller is the subject responsible for defining both the purposes and the means of data processing.  
• In public BCT-based platforms, it is necessary to ensure, through a broad definition of the concept of controller, effective and complete protection of data subjects. However, protocol developers and subjects running the BCT protocol should not be considered accountable because they do not determine the purposes and the means of data processing. |
| Right to rectification | • BCT compliance with the right to rectification. | • Network users, through written permissions, can agree upon being regarded as data controllers before submitting data for validation.  
• The household exemption does not apply when the user is a natural person processing personal data for business purposes; or, when the user is a legal person writing personal data on BCT.  
• When personal data are stored off-chain, they can be linked back to the ledger by a hash and other identifiable information.  
• A consensus mechanism which enables block deletion from the chain should be established in advance. |
3. BCT-Based P2P Energy Trading

3.1. The Rise of Energy Communities and P2P Energy Trading

The energy industry has witnessed a massive revolution, from its traditional fossil-based status towards a renewables-centered industry [34]. In this context, the emerging sharing economy has been described as something which promotes more sustainable consumption practices, such as access over ownership [59]. Along with the sharing economy, the increased viability of individual self-consumption is leading to new collective forms of energy self-production and consumption. In the European framework, Article 21 of the Renewable Energy Directive (RED II) (Directive (EU) 2018/2001) states that “[. . . ] Member States shall ensure that renewables self-consumers located in the same building, including multi-apartment blocks [. . . ] are permitted to arrange sharing of renewable energy that is produced on their site or sites between themselves, without prejudice to the network charges and other relevant charges, fees, levies and taxes applicable to each renewables self-consumer. Member States may differentiate between individual renewables self-consumers and jointly acting renewables self-consumers [. . . ]”. In particular, “[. . . ] renewables self-consumers, individually or through aggregators, are entitled: (a) to generate renewable energy, including for their own consumption, store and sell their excess production of renewable electricity, including through renewables power purchase agreements, electricity suppliers and peer-to-peer trading arrangements [. . . ]”. Moreover, self-consumers are entitled “(b) to install and operate electricity storage systems combined with installations generating renewable electricity for self-consumption without liability for any double charge, including network charges, for stored electricity remaining within their premises; (c) to maintain their rights and obligations as final consumers; (d) to receive remuneration, including, where applicable, through support schemes, for the self-generated renewable electricity that they feed into the grid, which reflects the market value of that electricity and which may take into account its long-term value to the grid, the environment and society [. . . ]”.

Drawing on these premises, since 2019 energy communities (ECs) have started spreading in the form of legal entities, especially across Italy and Spain [60]. Ecs are usually set up on a voluntary basis, and they are mainly driven by environmental awareness rather than...
commercial goals [61]. From the socio-economic perspective, Ecs are not new because they existed before the energy transition. Since the 1970s, Ecs have been linked to the advocacy of alternative technologies for local, small-scale and collective approaches to sustainable energy generation [62]. However, following the rise of renewable energy sources (RESs) and distributed energy resources (DERs), policy makers, firms and consumers have focused anew on Ecs as they have the potential to become a standard model on the energy markets [63]. In particular, Ecs might be the first step of a more virtuous cycle [64] towards implementing a sharing economy [65]. To do so, one of the most promising ways is to apply BCT to DERs by speeding up decentralization and disintermediation, thus enabling P2P energy trading [31,66] which is “[ . . . ] the sale of renewable energy among market participants by means of a contract with pre-determined conditions. The contract is governing the automated execution and settlement of the transaction, either directly among market participants or indirectly through a certified third-party market participant, such as an aggregator [ . . . ]” (Article 2, RED II).

When coupled with BCT, P2P energy trading permits the sharing, transfer, exchange and trade of energy among consumers or prosumers as peers, fostering the decarbonization, decentralization and digitalization of the energy supply chain [67]. The prosumer is someone who both produces and consumes his/her own electricity [68]. P2P trading aims at avoiding the traditional energy utility company [69], while introducing both prosumers and consumers who make use of the BCT functionality for the payment of shared renewable energy [14]. P2P includes all possible interactions between participants in self-consumption schemes (individual, collective and community self-consumption) [70]. Indeed, P2P participants can supply energy to the electrical grid or take energy from the grid depending on their energy use and production balance. Prosumers are incentivized to supply renewable energy through payment for the energy they provide, in the form of a cryptocurrency or a crypto-utility token. Consumers are also incentivized as they can purchase energy from their peers at a competitive tariff using cryptocurrency [14]. Along with consumers and prosumers, intermediaries can be replaced with a distributed network of digital users or validator nodes, known as miners, who work in collaboration to verify transactions and safeguard the integrity of the ledger [71].

Thanks to BCT and smart contracts, energy demand and supply can be balanced in P2P trading while transaction costs—those associated with the exchange of goods and services—are reduced [65,72]. Indeed, BCT consensus mechanisms and smart contracts can change two main features of transaction costs: human specificity and time specificity [73]. Regarding human specificity, the BCT-based P2P model can ensure a more equitable distribution of costs and profits among market participants [74]. In particular, Catalini and Gans [75] have observed that BCT fosters transparency which can significantly reduce the validation costs for trading partners. Furthermore, BCT-based trust among trading partners avoids the need for any centralized authority—e.g., a bank—to finalize transactions. At the same time, BCT has the potential to improve the performance of IoT security because BCT consensus mechanisms and smart contracts do not require trust between nodes. In addition, the distributed network structure of BCT ensures that, even if one node is attacked, the data of the whole network is still reliable and safe. As a result, BCT consensus mechanisms prevent major attacks, and so reduce transaction costs [47]. Sun et al. [76] have also stressed that human-specific resources can be transferred to several partners on-chain rather than exclusively dealing with a centralized authority. With respect to time specificity, both BCT and smart contract automation facilitate data flows and exchange, and so decrease the time required for collecting and digitalizing information [77]. As argued by Xu et al. [47], BCT involves data encryption and timestamps to identify and record each transaction, adding a time dimension to the data. The timestamp method lessens the risk of lost or corrupted data and makes traceability less time-consuming, thus reducing transaction costs. Figure 2 shows how a BCT-based P2P energy trading system works.
3.2. Potentials of BCT-Based P2P Energy Trading

BCT-enabled P2P energy trading has several features that could, potentially, contribute to the transformation of the energy industry [78]. First, BCT makes renewable energy sources (RESs) more accessible and also empowers prosumers who can thus make better informed choices, and use, of their distributed energy resources (DERs). Indeed, prosumers are able to track the energy they consume, thus enhancing the flexibility of the whole system even while boosting the use of RESs [79]. Furthermore, the P2P model can be designed to achieve specific targets set by the energy community (EC), such as promoting clean energy or reducing billing [80]. However, several studies have demonstrated that economic incentives are not the main drivers for implementing P2P energy trading [81]. Along with the possibility of supporting local ECs [82], increasing the share of RESs is one of the main reasons for participating in the decentralized energy market at the local level [61,81].

Second, the P2P model increases the overall efficiency of the power system, even addressing power outages [80]. Mollah et al. [83] have observed that P2P trading fosters the balance between energy demand and supply; it also reduces energy losses during distribution. To improve the imbalance of energy production between users, Kwak and Lee [84] have recently designed a BCT-based P2P energy trading platform which includes two main components: a software and a hardware platform. Regarding the software platform, the solution uses Ethereum to permit the transaction to proceed. With respect to the hardware platform, the solution provides a testbed for an energy trading system that includes light emitting diode (LED) sensors, batteries and controllers for both the energy supplier and the consumer. Kumari et al. [85] have also shown that BCT-based P2P trading can improve data flow, thus reducing peak loads.

Third, P2P energy trading enables consumers to create a new energy market as they have access to alternative energy sources [78]. It means that the decentralization of both energy production and distribution could encourage broader social participation. Moreover, the socioeconomic benefits deriving from P2P energy trading could drive increased private investment in RESs [80], as well as encouraging consumers to purchase green energy certificates which ensure they consume only green energy [67].
Fourth, being able to exchange data in a trustworthy manner makes BCT even more attractive for P2P energy trading [86]. Although technologies such as radio frequency identification (RFID) already exist to collect and share information, BCT relies on data encryption and record validation which ensure higher integrity of data [5]. Nevertheless, as the number of prosumers increases, it is crucial to properly manage a growing amount of data streaming from grid operations, surveilling both information security and data loss. To this purpose, BCT-based platforms rely on more efficient and resilient information technology (IT) infrastructures compared to existing systems, ensuring greater transparency [87,88], tamper resistance and security among peers. Furthermore, BCT permits safe storage and ensures the validity of data which is collected through cryptographic techniques that cross-check data sources [89] and is not manipulated by intermediaries [90].

Fifth, smart contracts run on BCT to implement agreements between several parties and to monitor real-time transactions. Prosumers can use smart contracts to agree to trade electricity, defining both the price and the payment method. For instance, parties can agree that the smart contract will automatically perform electricity supply when the price falls below a threshold [89].

Sixth, by drawing on validated data, smart contracts can run on BCT to match energy demand and supply, simultaneously monitoring the consumption and production of energy [91]. Monacchi and Elmenreich [92] have stressed that the energy market usually fails to react to energy demand in real-time due to both the intermittency and the volatility of wind, solar, thermal and other renewable energy technologies [93]. As stated by Joskow [9], the electricity generated by these technologies strongly depends on weather characteristics. It means that electricity is not a homogeneous good in time, because supply and demand vary and electricity storage is costly [93]. Thus, variable renewables are difficult to be controlled or dispatched by system operators based on traditional economic and technical criteria [9]. On the other hand, BCT offers the key to unlock a real-time response through smart contracts by ensuring that excess energy is stored automatically and used whenever the generated output is insufficient. Thus, BCT-based smart contracts directly control energy flow, grid stability [93] and promote interconnectivity among prosumers in a decentralized and fault-tolerant grid [94]. Smart contracts also increase grid flexibility, speed, scalability and security [95].

3.3. Challenges of BCT-Based P2P Energy Trading

The rapid evolution of P2P energy trading has challenged the way utility companies operate [96]. In the past, energy distribution has been made possible across multiple grid levels thanks to the interaction of different actors across interconnected infrastructures. The centralized fossil fuel-based energy market has grown as a vertical structure, based on agreements between few energy providers, retailers and consumers [97]. However, this model is now having to face major issues, such as the loss of energy, long-distance transmission and environmental pollution. Thus, the need to improve energy efficiency and resource allocation has encouraged the recent focus on both renewable energy sources (RESs) and on distributed energy resources (DERs) [83]. Examples of RESs include solar panels and wind turbines, while DERs include both energy storage technology and generation units, namely batteries, photovoltaics and electric vehicles. The diffusion of RESs into the power system has reduced losses as energy is generated close to the place where it is consumed. Moreover, DERs have enabled consumers to control their power, thus reducing gas emissions and saving costs [10]. It means that DERs have made final consumers the active players in the energy market [83]. To do so, BCT-based P2P platforms function as online marketplaces where prosumers trade electricity directly, without the involvement of an intermediary. Prosumers sell electricity in excess to the grid at a ‘buy-back rate’. On the contrary, in the traditional vertical model, consumers purchase electricity from utility suppliers at fixed tariffs or time-of-use tariffs [79], and the flow of transactions is mainly unidirectional [98].
However, BCT-based P2P energy trading is still in its developmental stage [99]. Huang et al. [100] have observed that technological readiness is the basis for BCT implementation which is still posing several challenges, namely technology maturity, data security and technical feasibility. Regarding technology maturity, the application of BCT requires important economic investments in infrastructures [101]. Indeed, scalability, interoperability, system performance and calculation time are still the main topics debated by both professionals and academics to ensure the correctness of transactions [14]. Yu et al. [15] have recently developed a new dual-BCT system for P2P energy trading to reduce time-consuming calculations because smart contracts are mainly created for simple calculations and cannot address large interactive computation deriving from complex energy price schemes [102]. The first BCT stores the data of P2P transactions while the second BCT performs the compute-intensive tasks in order to execute P2P energy transactions in a computational efficient manner. As regards to data security, it is crucial to ensure trustworthy BCT-based transactions. It implies that governments and BCT developers should improve user privacy, platform credibility and both on-chain and off-chain data management [103]. Moreover, BCT adoption is still hindered by the cost-effectiveness and feasibility of current BCT-based systems [104].

It is worth noting that BCT continues to lack acceptance among users [80]. The latter are less likely to participate in P2P platforms when BCT runs the operations. This is due to the fact that consumers usually associate BCT with Bitcoin and its price volatility [30]. Thus, building partnership trust is the first step to engage users in a BCT-based P2P model [105]. To do so, local governments and BCT developers should foster information exchange and transparency on BCT-based platforms among citizens and companies [100]. Moreover, goal alignment plays a crucial role in BCT adoption: consumers and firms should be made aware of the importance of taking part in P2P energy trading as a way of exploiting RESs and reducing the environmental footprint of their households and industries in general [105]. Then, governments and BCT developers should promote users’ participation in BCT-based P2P energy trading by understanding their needs and expectations [100]. In particular, it is challenging to simulate the decision mechanism in a network with several users since their logics and decisions may clash with the interests of other participants, threatening energy supply and demand [106].

In addition, embedding the P2P model into an existing electricity infrastructure offers a number of issues [107]. Indeed, a P2P trading system cannot be completely detached from the centralized energy infrastructure [108]. On the one hand, an electric power system relies on both the physical system for electricity transmission and the IT system which provides settlement, balancing and billing. On the other, BCT can only automate transactions through smart contracts and record all the transactions in an immutable way. Thus, BCT cannot substitute the whole existing infrastructure. For instance, in the case of trading between two distant peers, the exchange of energy is possible only through power-distribution lines connected to an existing utility company. Moreover, given that RESs are characterized by volatility, prosumers will likely have a stable power source from the centralized energy infrastructure. This means that disintermediation—a key feature of BCT—has not yet been fully implemented in the energy industry [109]. Otherwise, as argued by Javed et al. [106], the energy community (EC) might autonomously address the supply–demand gap by using a diesel generator or local storage.

BCT-based P2P energy trading also implies the management of a large amount of user data, which might raise confidentiality issues [17,72]. Because BCT is designed to ensure the integrity of verifiable transactions, all transaction data on the BCT are visible to the participating nodes [110]. Even when a company uses a private, permissioned BCT, every node participating in the network can capture confidential data. To process such data, the GDPR requires specific precautions such as the prior consent of the data owner. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, there are no standard solutions to protect transaction data while performing prosumer matching on BCT [111,112]. To ensure BCT compliance with the GDPR, consumers and prosumers can use a private Ethereum
BCT [109] that permits anonymity for prosumers, while a retail company can identify prosumers for accounting and billing purposes, through pseudorandom addresses [113]. However, Ethereum is not immune from privacy disclosure. For instance, based on the data stored, unauthorized individuals are able to infer energy consumption habits [114]. On the other hand, Finck [44] has suggested implementing zero-knowledge protocols when designing BCT-based P2P platforms. Developing these protocols, and other encryption techniques, could make BCT more compliant with GDPR provisions because these techniques make it possible to record transactions without showing either which keys were involved or the value transferred [115].

Designing BCT-based P2P platforms poses further data protection challenges with respect to decentralization [10]. Indeed, the emergence of new market actors—e.g., the aggregator—makes it difficult to identify both the data controller or the (joint) controllership, and subsequently to allocate responsibility [66]. This is especially clear when enforcing the GDPR principle of accountability, the right to erasure and the right to rectification [31]. Although these issues are not directly addressed by the Regulation, in June 2022 the EU Observatory published a report entitled “Blockchain Applications in the Energy Sector” which urges the European Commission to collect BCT-based use cases in the energy sector, by adopting an information-sharing approach [116]. The exchange of good practices among practitioners and stakeholders could lead to designing more effective tools, thus improving data protection in BCT-based P2P energy trading.

Table 2 summarizes the main challenges regarding the implementation of BCT-based P2P energy trading platforms. The table also shows the solutions proposed in the literature.

### Table 2. BCT-based P2P energy trading platforms: challenges and solutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domains</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
<th>Proposed Solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Technological maturity | • Scalability.  
• Interoperability.  
• System performance.  
• Time-consuming calculation. | • Public and private investments, and mixed investment schemes, for infrastructures to foster both scalability and system interoperability.  
• Dual-BCT system for P2P energy trading to reduce time-consuming calculations and improve system performance. |
| Disintermediation | • The BCT-based P2P energy trading system cannot be completely detached from the centralized energy infrastructure.  
• Volatility of RESs. | • BCT-based P2P energy trading systems have to rely on both the physical system for electricity transmission and the IT system which provides settlement, balancing and billing.  
• To address RES volatility, prosumers should have a stable power source from the centralized energy infrastructure. Otherwise, energy communities should use their own diesel generators or local storage. |
| Data protection   | • BCT compliance with the GDPR.  
• User privacy uncertainties.  
• On-chain and off-chain data management. | • Permissioned BCT networks seem closer to GDPR logic due to their more centralized nature.  
• Implementing zero-knowledge protocols and other encryption techniques, could make BCT more compliant with GDPR provisions.  
• Enhancing the exchange of good practices among practitioners to design more compliant tools, thus improving data protection. |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domains</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
<th>Proposed Solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social awareness and market players</td>
<td>• Increase BCT-based P2P platform credibility.</td>
<td>• Local governments and BCT developers should foster information exchange and transparency about BCT-based platforms, among users and firms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Building partnership trust among network users, BCT developers, governments and firms.</td>
<td>• Making network users aware of the importance of taking part in P2P energy trading as a way of exploiting renewables and reducing the environmental footprint.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cost-effectiveness of P2P solutions based on RES exploitation.</td>
<td>• Governments and BCT developers should promote users participation by understanding their needs and expectations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Renewables should be controlled and dispatched by introducing new criteria for both pricing and distribution.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ elaboration.

4. Conclusions

This paper has sought to advance the understanding of various legal and economic challenges that hinder the large-scale deployment of BCT-based P2P energy trading. First, it has reviewed the state of the art of European data protection regulations and the main issues concerning BCT compliance with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Some key features of BCT—disintermediation, decentralization and immutability—conflict with what are crucial GDPR provisions: the rectification of data stored, the right to be forgotten, the principle of purpose limitation and the principle of data minimization. The French Data Protection Authority (CNIL) has stressed that there is room for harmonization between BCT and the GDPR. In particular, the CNIL has recommended both avoiding any storage of personal data on blockchain and, also, making full use of data obfuscation, encryption and aggregation techniques to anonymize data and collect them off-chain. The EU Observatory too, has emphasized that “[…] Just like there is no GDPR compliant Internet, or GDPR-compliant artificial intelligence algorithm, there is no such thing as a GDPR-compliant blockchain technology. There are only GDPR-compliant use cases and applications […]” [39] (p. 4). Although these recommendations are not legally binding, the EU Observatory has strongly encouraged the European Data Protection Board (EDPB), national and European courts to take a clear and shared position to overcome the uncertainties about BCT compliance with European data protection law and regulation. To promote the application of BCT in different industries, a fruitful dialogue among Member States must begin and an updated discipline drawn up.

Second, this paper has explored both the potentials and the challenges of BCT-based P2P energy trading by adopting a legal–economic perspective. While the deployment of BCT-based P2P energy trading is still in its pilot stage, this model is a data-driven innovation able to speed up the decentralization, digitalization and decarbonization of the energy industry, by empowering prosumers. BCT-based P2P places both the producer and the consumer on the same level, as peers, in a decentralized energy market. BCT also changes the transactions concerning energy production and distribution: it avoids any intermediary even while empowering consumers to manage data about supply and consumption. Moreover, BCT unlocks a real-time response to energy demand thanks to the use of smart contracts, and also by balancing energy demand and supply. Thus, BCT has the potential both to reduce transaction costs, and to encourage renewable energy consumption. Overall, P2P energy trading could lead to innovation within the traditional vertical energy value chain by introducing a horizontal platform where consumers or prosumers act as peers and invest in renewable energies.

Nevertheless, BCT-based P2P platforms rely on the collection, storage and elaboration of a large amount of personal data. In particular, data traceability might hamper the
enforcement of data subjects’ rights as set out in the GDPR, rights such as the right to erasure and the right to rectification, thus making it difficult to identify the controller(s) and as such to allocate accountability. Although these issues have not been filed with the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU), some solutions have been suggested by national data protection authorities and by the EU Observatory. The latter has recently published the study “Blockchain and the General Data Protection Regulation”, which has introduced four rule-of-thumb recommendations: (1) assessing the actual need for the blockchain; (2) avoiding storing personal data on a blockchain and making full use of data obfuscation, encryption and aggregation techniques to anonymize data; (3) collecting personal data off-chain, or if the blockchain cannot be avoided, on private, permissioned blockchain networks; and (4) being as clear and transparent as possible with users [39]. These recommendations might prove useful to encourage the adoption of private, permissioned BCT-based P2P platforms and use them in a more secure and effective way. Compared to public BCT, permissioned BCT networks seem closer to GDPR logic due to their more centralized nature. Overall, scholars, practitioners and policy makers have shown a growing need to further explore the intertwined legal–economic features of BCT. This might lead to the spread of standardized BCT-based P2P energy trading among Member States, thus accelerating both the creation of the EU digital market and the transition towards a cleaner and more sustainable energy system.
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